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ABSTRACT Code Excited Linear Prediction(CELP) speech coders exhibit 

good performance at data rates below 4.8 kbps. The major drawback to CELP 

type coders is their many computation. In this p毎)er, we propose a new pitch 
search method that preserves the quality of the CELP vocoder with reducing 

convexity. The basic idea is to apply the preprocessing technique beforehand 

grasping the autocorrelation property of speech waveform. By using the 

proposed method, we can get approximately 77 % complexity reduction in the 

pitch search.

1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of coding speech signals for transmission or storage has long been 

a subject of interest in speech research. Generally, speech coding algorithms can 

be classified into following three types； waveform coding method, source coding 

method, and hybrid coding method.

In the waveform coding method, the repetitive redundancy in speech waveforms 

is removed before it is transmitted through the transmission chaimel or stored 

in some storage medium； PCM, ADM and ADPCM belong to this type. Thanks 

to the inmrovement of the manufacturing techniques and algorithms of 

DSP(Digital Signal Processor), the ADPCM chip has realized with a b辻 rate of 

32 kbps[2]. Also, the wavefonn coding method can maintain the high quality 

and personality, because in the processing procedure both the vocal tract filter 

informations that represait the meaning of message and the excitation 

informaions that reflect the personality and feeling of a person are not 

separated in two parts.

The source coding method is based on the speech production model. After 

speech signals are separated the excitation information and the filter information 

in speech signals, those are encoded. The methods that belong to this category 

are LPC, PARCOR, LSP, MBE, and formant coding. These algorithms are very 

efficient in channel capacity because they have a low transmission rate below 1 

kbps.
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The hybrid coding method has the memory efficiency of source coding and the 

naturalness and intelligibility of waveform coding. In this method, the formant 

infarmation is coded generally by linear predictive coding(LPC) method, and the 

method coding the residual signal was known to RELP, VSELP, MPLP, CELP. 

Among these methods, recently the coding technique ad(^)ted for the mobile 

communication is code excited linear prediction(CELP) method.

The CELP method codes the pitch period component of speech signal with 

applying pitch filter. Pitch searching iMthod applied primarily to this pitch filter 

is correlation method according to pitch lag. Correlation pitch searching method 

is to decide optimal correlation as the delay and gain of pitch filter in searching 

correlation of two signal about all pitch delay that pitch exists. But, because 

this pitch searching procedure must search r気)eatedly about all pitch interval,辻 

is difficult to implement with existing DSP chip and has many handling time.

For that reason, in this paper, employing the preprocessing technique beforehand 

grasping autocorrelation property of speech waveform, we propose a new 

method that can be reduced the processing time of pitch search to about 77 % 

in the CELP vocoder.

2. THE PRINCIPLE OF CELP VOCODER

Fig. 2-1 is a block diagram of CELP speech coder. Formant synthesis filter 

usually is 理plied tx> the 10th order LPC coefficients of all pole structure. LPC 

coefficients are encoded with converting to LSP coefficients because the 

distortion in quantizing is large, and they are converted to LPC coefficients 

again when decoding. The LPC coefficients are encoded every frame of 20 ms, 

and provide differently each subframe of 20 ms after interpolating. Also the 

excited source parameter is converted newly every subframe of 5 ms.

CELP encoder and decoder make use of two excited sources. The first excited 
source is long-term(pitch) predictive state or adaptive codebook. The second one
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takes in the excited codebook. The codeword length is 128 in the low 

transmission rate. These two excited sources are multiplied by the gain term 

conforming to those, and then the results are summed. These are the combined 

excited sequence. The excited output of each subframe is applied to change the 

long-term filter state of the adaptive codebook to be utilized in the next 

subframe.

In coding method of CELP vocoder, because of coding with applying vector 

quantization technique to the residual signal that the formant information is 

strained, the data applied to transmit the residual signal con^>onent is the index 
of codebook. Consequently, the transmission rate can be lowered bdow 4.8 kbps 

and if these parameters are transmitted with additional error correcting code, it 

is robust coding method under transmission noise. Also, because it is analyzed 

repeatedly to maintain the talk quality of optimum with applying analysis-by 

-synthesis method, the quality is excellent in the low transmission rate.

The CELP vocoder has the complicated structure as it must always compare 

and synthesize speech signal. Specially, it is required a lot of computation when 

coding, and wasted the most of confutation time in the process to find the 
input excitation signal and the coefficient of pitch filter, p(z).

The pitch searching is to obtain the pitch period information corresponding to 

the long term correlation of speech signal. Pitch analysis is performed each 5 

ms about speech signal sampled in 8 kHz. Spectrum analysis is fulfilled with 

open circuit structure, but pitch analysis must be done with closed one. That is, 

the value satisfying optimally pitch lag condition is determined through repetitive 

con^parison. Htch gain is quantized to have rdative gain by using the resulted 

pitch lag before. This pitch searching procedure is the important part that ha유 

an effect on computation of CELP vocoder together with codebook search.

3. PITCH SEARCHING METHOD

The pitch searching procedure is to decide the value satisfying optimally pitch 

delay condition between original speech and synthesized one. That is, this 

detects autocorrelation value with altering gradually time delay about original 

speech signal, and is the procedure detecting pitch period with time delay that 

indicates the maximum correlation of the values.

From to now the proposed methods to improve pitch search are self-excited 

structure^], expanded adaptive codebook structure[8], and delta pitch search 

structure[9]. These are methods reducing pitch search time by using correlation 

between adjacent pitch period when usually searching pitch period. In 
searching pitch the correlation value E(.) of residual signal s(n) according to 

time delay is computed as follows：

先[s(n)s(n-D]

E(L) = r匠뜨으------------- . (3-1)
52 [s(n~Ds(n~L)]
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where M is subframe length and L presents time delay. Thus correlatian value 

confuted along with time delay appears as Fig. 3-l(b). At this time, the 

corrdation is obtained nearly 100 % each pitch period, and the similarity differs 

according to the an^jlitude variation and periodicity of waveform. Whenever time 

delay is conformed to the constant tunes of the periodicity of speech waveform, 

the autocorrelation has maximum value.

To obtain most desirable time delay in pitch search method, correlation equation 

as Eq. (3-1) must be repeatedly performed about all pitch delays as much as 

possible. This is required many confutation to perform multiplication and 

addition each M times every time de!ay(L is from 20 to 147 samples). In this 

reason, the pitch searching time of CELP vocoder needs over 5 MIPS when 

incrementing with the latest DSP chip, and this confutation time is occupied 

half of vocoder implementation time. Therefore, the pitch searching technique 

needs to reduce o꾀y searching time as far as it has no effect on pitch search 

error.

4. REDUCTION OF PITCH SEARCHING TIME

The pitch searching in CEIP vocoder is to obtain pitch gain and pitch lag that 

speech signal synthesized with residual signal appears most likely to original 

speech[l-3], and at 比is time locate the case that the correlation according to 

time delay have the highest value. Then the correlation with time delay is 

searched for maximum. To obtain the time lag which has maximum correlation 

it needs to search the duration of being pitch sequentially. As the full pitch 

searching method requires too much of time in processing, first we need to 

know the duration of high correlation found by preprocessing. By restricting the 

range of pitch search, computation time can be reduced.

The pitch in speech signals is defined as interval betweai the repetitive peaks 

or valleys. In case of pitch detection by using the peaks, the autocorrelation 

appears high only about time d신ay that salient peaks exist. Likewise, by using 

the valleys, we can obtain high autocorrelation only about time delay that 

prominent valleys exist If peaks and valleys in the wav紡。rm are previously 

detected, the correlation can be computed as following equation；

(B)

Fig. 3-1. An autocorrelation for time delay 
(a) speech waveform (b) autocorrelation waveform
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R(L) = s(n-£)[s(n)+s(n-2L)] + s(fc-L)[s(fc) + s(k-2L)] (4-1)
n*-l k=-l

L=20f 21,…，147

where s(n) indicates the peak, s(k) does the valley in residual signals, n=0 does 

the vertex of peak, and k=0 does the vertex of valley, fn order that correlation 

value is not affected by in^ulse noise we take into consideration the correlation 

value from n+1 to n-1 in standard n=0 point. Method to find peak that comes 

under pitch period with standard to distinctive peak is to make use of the 
property that correlation value of Eq.(4-1) forms maximum correlation peak 

every the vertex of peak.

If the correlation of Eq.(4-1) is computed for residual signal, the correlation 

value is farmed positive peak whenever peaks exist. Therefore the duration of 

positive correlation peaks consider as preliminary pitches, and makes the 

combination (Li, L4 Ln-i) of these. The detected preliminary pitch combination 

is applied to correlation Eq. (3-1), the pitch value of pitch filter L is determined 

by maximinn E(L»), and the coefficient of pitch filter is

bi =EXy/Eyy
(4-2)

M-l
zZ [s(n)s(n-D]

- n 미)________________

23 [s(n-L)s(n-L)] 
n«0

Above procedure preliminary pitch detection required six multiplication, seven 
addition, and one comparision per a time delay, but because of existing only a 
few preliminary pitches, pitch search time can be fairly reduced. The number of 
preliminary pitches is usually related to the first formant frequency in a pitch 

period. Because the frequency of the first formant is between 250 Hz and 750 
Hz, the maximum number of peaks in pitch search interval is 750 / (8000/147)二 

13.78. In the full pitch searchiig method Eq.(3-1) is processed 18 times, but we 
can reduce the computation less than 14 times by using the proposed method 
added simple preprocessing operation. If the number of preliminary pitches is 
founded more than 14, then present frame can be considered with unvoiced, 
mixed, or background noise. As pitch search has the meaning only about voiced 
speech, the number of preliminary pitches can be limited to 14.

5. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

To simulate above algorithm, we use the IBM-PC/486DX2(50) interfaced with 

A/D converter for input and output of speech signals. The sampling frequency 

is 8 kHz and quantization level is 12 bits/sample. For the estimation of 

performance of experimental results, the speech data is composed of 3 Korean 

speaker's utterances(a female 20 years old, a male 22 years old, and a male 28 

years old) and the following sentences are spoken each 5 times.

Utterance 1 ) /TNSUNE KOMANUN CHUNJAE SONYUNWL JOAHANDA/ 

Utterance 2 ) /JESUNIMKESEO CHUNJICHANGJOWI KIOHUNWL
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MALSUMHASEOSSDA/

Utterance 3 ) /SOONGSILDAE JUNGBOTONGSINKONGHAKKWA 

UMSEOUNG SINHOCHURI YUNGU/

Utterance 4 ) ZKONGIUSAMSAORUKCHILPALGU/ 

where the meaning of utterance 1 is 'Insoo's young boy likes a genius kid", 

utterance 2 is "Jesus spoke of the lessons of the creation of the heavens and 

earth", utterance 3 is "Speech signal processing research team at the department 
of information and telecommunication, Soongsil University", and utterance 4 is 

"one two three four five six seven dght nine", spoken in Korea.

The pitch searching is performed with the C-language. In this algorithm 

processing we proposed, the block of preprocessing previously grasping 

correlatian and the block detecting preliminary pitches with the obtained results 

beforehand are indicated in dotted line. Where 1/A(z) is the transfer function of 

formant filter, A(z)/A(z/a) is perceptual weighting filter response, and ZIR is 

zero input filter response of previous condition. yt(n) is the synthesized speech 

waveform of pitch lag L, Exy is cross-correlation between the input speech and 

the synthesized speech, and Eyy is the autocorrelation of speech waveforms.

To co冋)are the performance of pitch searching method the procedure of 
computer simulation is devided into two part. First, full pitch search method is 

to search pitch with increasing one by one the pitch lag L about the interval 

of pitch searching (from 20 to 147 samples). The performance result shows in 

Fig.5-2(c). In this case the distinct corelation is obtained each pitch period. 

Second, as the method we proposed, maximum peak and minimum valley are 

detected in duration of 50 samples of a frame. The correlation peaks are 

extracted by increasing of time delay in pitch searching interval by being based 

on these peaks and valleys. The waveform of detected correlation shows in Fig.
5-2(d). If the detected correlation value makes peak, at this time the points are 

determined as preliminary pitch. And then pitch search is not performed about 
the interval(Ks) that has not preliminary pitch, but finds pitches that the

Pitch & Gain

Fig. 5-1 The pitch search algorithm proposed in this paper.
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Fig. 5-2 A result for utterance 1.
(a) speech signal (b) formant residual signal

(c) the result of full pitch search

(d) the result of pre-processing for correlation

(e) the pitch search interval detected by preliminary pitch

prediction gain of pitch filter among preliminary pitches has maximum value. 

The correlation value sets zero in these skip duration. This result see Fig. 

5-2(e). In this case the maximum of position among peaks of correlation 

concords correctly all together.

To obtain the difference of pitch search time in two procedure, the average 

searching time of 1 sec unit obtained for above utterances. Full pitch search 

method needs 25.2 sec and the proposed method needs average 5.8 sec, 

resultingly pitch search time reduced about 77 %. As the measured time value 

is different according to computer types we considered only relative time 

reduction rate in evaluation.

6. CONCLUSION

The CELP vocoder obtains high talk quality by using analysis-by-synthesis that 

compares input speech signal with synthesized one. But it is difficult to 

iirplement in real time with the existing DSP chip because computation size is 

very large. In the CELP vocoder pitch searching time holds about half of coding 

time. Accordingly, we proposed a new pitch search method that can improve 
pitch searching time of CELP vocoder.

The full pitch searching method requires too much of time in processing, 

because of searching the duration of being pitch sequentially to obtain the time 

delay that has maximum correlation. We detect the duration of high correlation 

by a simple preprocessing, and then apply the time delay obtained by the 

preprocessing to seaching the pitch finally. Preprocessing method in this paper, 

is to make use of the property that the correlation value of speech signals 

forms maximum correlation peak(valley) every the vertex of peak(valley) 
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according to time delay. It was required six multiplication, seven addition, and 

one comparision per a time delay. Because of existing only a few preliininaiy 

pitches to consulate correlation equation, pitch search time can be fairly 

reduced； i.e., the full pitch searching method is processed 128 times about 

autocorrelation computation, but reduced less than 14 times by using the 

proposed method with the si珂He preprocessing.

The result of performing pitch search with this proposed preprocessing method 

is similar with that of full search, but pitch search time reduced about 77 %.
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